This paper discusses the symbolic functional decoposition method for implementing finite state machines in fieldprogrammable gate array devices as a viable alternative to the presently widespread two-step approach to the problem, which consist of separate encoding and mapping stages. Also, a new algorithm for obtaining the β G and β QV blankets is introduced, along with results showing the advantages of this method in comparison to the current state-ofthe-art solutions.
Introduction
Implementation of finite state machines (FSMs) in fieldprogrammable gate array (FPGA) devices requires the initial, possibly multi-input and multi-output FSM to be transformed into a set of "small" (for example: four-input and one-output) boolean functions, implementable directly in the FPGA's architecture's logic cells. In particular, this means that the Q and Q multi-value variables (which represent the current and next state of the machine) have to be encoded into binary values as part of the implementation process.
All the currently widespread approaches to implementation of FSMs in FPGA devices, such as the ones proposed in [1, 4, 13] , consist of two separate steps: the encoding of the FSM's states into fixed binary representation and the mapping of the resulting binary function into the FPGA's logic cells. While the process of binary functional decomposition is considered to give the best results for the mapping step, all these approaches share the common disadvantage of introducing the final encoding of the machine's states before the mapping step. The complexity of the (most oftenmulti-level) mapping step makes it very hard to create a universal state encoding method; all the presently used methods are optimised for certain FSM types or FPGA architectures, and do not yield general optimal results.
The topics of different coding styles and possible optimizations of the state encoding algorithms with regards to performance and resource utilization are discussed in many current papers, such as [5, 12] .
A completely different method of FSM implementation has been proposed in [6] . This novel approach, called symbolic functional decomposition, eliminates the need to break the implementation process into two steps -state encoding and excitation of the function's synthesis. The proposed method accepts FSM description with symbolic states and performs decomposition, producing a state encoding leading to good solution quality. The approach of symbolic functional decomposition for implementation of finite state machines in FPGA devices, proposed in [7, 8] , does not suffer from the disadvantage of separate encoding and mapping steps. This approach does not have a separate state encoding step -instead, the initial finite state machine (with its multi-valued Q and Q state variables) is subjected to a symbolic decomposition process that encodes the states gradually at every consecutive decomposition iteration; the states are encoded partially, only as much as required (and useful) in the given step of the process. This paper presents a short information on the algorithms proposed previously in [10, 11] as well as a new approach to the creation of the β G and β QV blankets. The presented algorithms give better results than the abovementioned, twostep approaches; the results are also on par with the ones obtained uisng the state assignment method described in [3] . Further improvements in the algorithm are expected to yield even better results in the future.
Symbolic Functional Decomposition
Similarly to serial decomposition of a Boolean function, symbolic functional decomposition of an FSM can be described in terms of blankets induced by inputs, outputs and state variables of the given FSM.
Let X be the set of primary inputs, Y be the set of primary outputs of a certain FSM specified by a state transition table. Let Q and Q be multi-valued variables representing present and next state of this FSM. Let U and V be two subsets of X, such that U ∪ V = X. Let Q V and Q U be multi-valued variables encoding variable Q. Let β V and β U be blankets induced by the primary input subsets V and U . Let β QV and β QU be blankets induced by the multi-valued variables Q V and Q U . Let β Y and β Q be blankets induced by the primary output sets and by next state multi-valued variable Q .
Theorem 1 Existence of the symbolic functional decomposition [8] .
The FSM has a symbolic functional decomposition with respect to (U ,
An Overview of the Method
The terms used in the above definitions and theorem are best illustrated by Figure 1 . The idea behind the symbolic functional decomposition method is to operate on the blankets induced by the FSM's state transition table and construct three new blankets -β QU , β QV and β G . These blankets have to fulfill the above theorem, as well as be small enough for the G block (defined by the β V , β QV and β G blankets), once finally implemented, does not have more binary inputs than the largest boolean function realised by a logic cell of the FPGA device (and so can be implemented in one -or several parallel -logic cell).
Construction of the β QU Blanket
Once the U and V subsets of the binary inputs have been chosen, the β QU blanket can be constructed. On one hand, the blanket has to satisfy β Q ≤ β QU (i.e., be constructed from the blanket induced by the FSM's state variable); on the other, the β U • β QU • β G ≤ β F requirement of the decomposition's theorem has to be fulfilled.
The construction of this blanket is very important for the quality of the decomposition (measured as the number of logic cells required to implement the given FSM in the target FPGA device). The less blocks this blanket has, the less binary inputs will be required in the final implementation of the FSM -as with all the symbolic variables, the number of binary inputs required to implement it is equal to the base-two logarithm of the number of the blanket's blocks, rounded up.
Ideally, the β QU blanket ought to have fewer blocks than the β Q blanket -fewer enough to make it "fit" in a smaller number of binary inputs in the final implementation. If the FSM has ten states (and, thus, the β Q blanket has ten blocks and requires at least four bits to be implemented), making the β QU blanket have at most eight blocks means it can be implemented using just three binary inputs; likewise, if the β QU blanket ends up to have four of fewer blocks, it becomes implementable using just two inputs.
Unfortunately, the fewer blocks the β QU blanket has, the less separations (required by the FSM's outputs) it can provide. All the separations required by the F function and not provided by the β U blanket have to be provided by either β QU or β G ; the less of them come from β QU , the more will have to come from β G , the more blocks will have to β G have and, in the end, the more binary inputs will be required to implement it (thus reducing the advantage of a "small" β QU blanket).
Construction of the β G Blanket
Once the β QU blanket is constructed, the β G blanket has to provide all the separations required by the F function which are not provided by either β U or β QU (the β U •β QU • β G ≤ β F part of the theorem has to be satisfied). This blanket, describing the output of the G block, is constructed from the blocks of the β V •β QV blanket. Given that the β QV blanket is constructed from the FSM's state variable (much like β QU ), the β G blanket by definition must fulfill the β V • β Q ≤ β G requirement -in other words, be constructed from blocks of the β V • β Q blanket.
Again, the smaller the number of blocks in the β G blanket, the less binary inputs will be required in the final implementation.
Construction of the β QV Blanket
In the algorithms proposed in [10, 11] , the β QV blanket is constructed in a separate step -based on the separations required by the β G blanket and not provided by the β V blanket (so that the β V • β QV ≤ β G part of the theorem is satisfied).
As with the β QU blanket, the β QV blanket is constructed from the state variable of the FSM, and thus fulfills β QV ≤ β Q . The goal of the β QV construction step is to make this blanket as small as possible; in particular, the number of binary inputs used to implement it, combined with the number of V inputs selected for the decomposition should be less than or equal the number of inputs of the largest (inputwise) logic cells in the target FPGA device -otherwise the G block will have to undergo a separate decomposition process (because it won't "fit" into a single logic cell).
Creation of the G and H Tables
Once the β QU , β G and β QV blankets have been constructed, it's possible to create the G and H tables.
The G table, which implements the G block "torn off" off the initial FSM, describes a typical binary function, ready to be implemented in the target FPGA device.
The H table describes a new, smaller (input-wise) finite state machine -the states of the machine are described by the blocks of the β QU blanket. If encoding this machine's states to binary values makes it "fit" into the target architecture (e.g., a two-input, eight-state FSM being implemented in five-input logic cells), it can be implemented directly in the target FPGA device (much like the G table). Otherwise, the whole process of symbolic functional decomposition is repeated, with the machine described in the H table acting as the new base FSM.
Current Algorithms Implementing the Symbolic Functional Decomposition
As mentioned earlier, [10] and [11] present two algorithms implementing the symbolic functional decomposition method described above.
[10] presents a faster, albeit less effective approach, based on the concept of r-admissibility (for the construction of the β QU blanket) and on incompatibility graphs coloring (for the construction of the β G and β QV blankets).
Conversly, [11] uses the concept of incompatibility graphs for all three main steps of the process (which makes it much simpler to implement) and is based on merging of the graphs' vertices until the given blanket (either β QU , β G or β QV ) is implementable in a fewer number of binary inputs than before merging. This approach yields better results than the one proposed in [10] , but at a cost of longer computation.
New Algorithm for Concurrent β G and β Q V Construction

The Issue with Separate β G and β QV Creation Steps
While the separate construction of the β G and β QV blankets is very convinient for implementation of the above algorithms (both blankets are constructed using the same process, the only difference is in the parameters -β G is built from blocks of β V • β Q and must provide separations required by β F which are not provided by β U and β QU , while β QV is built from blocks of β Q and must provide separations required by β G which are not provided by β V ), the constructions of these blankets are far from being independent of each other.
The β G blanket can be constructed in many different ways from the blocks of the β V • β Q blanket while still satisfying the β U • β QU • β G ≤ β F part of the theorem. If the creation of the β G blanket is done independently of the creation of β QV , it will most probably require many separations that are not provided by β V (but only by β Q ); these separations will have to be provided by β QV to satisfy the β V • β QV ≤ β G requirement. This leads to large β QV blankets, which in turn means the resulting G block might not be directly implementable in the target architecture (in such case, either the whole decomposition is discarded or the G table is created and undergoes a separate decomposition step).
The Solution: Concurrent Coloring
The solve the above issue, the construction of the β G and β QV blankets must happen in concurrency. In the algorithm presented below, the dual coloring of the incompatibility graph causes the two blankets to be more compatible with each other and, in the end, yield a better decomposition. and the incompatibility graph for construction of the β G blanket presented in Figure 2 . If this graph is subequenlty colored (for example, by using the classic Welsh-Powell algorithm [14] ), it might end up being colored as on Figure 3 .
An Example
The β G blanket constructed in this way equals {13,21,23,34; 11,14,22,33; 12,24,31; 32} and looks like a reasonable result -the graph has three-vertex cliques, which means it's definitely not two-colorable (so cannot possibly be implemented using a single binary input), while using four colors mean it will still fit into two binary inputs.
Unfortunately, this coloring means that the β G blanket requires the separation of the 11 vertex from the 21 vertex and both of them from the 31 vertex -these three separations are not provided by β V , so each of them must be provided by β QV . This, in turn, means that β QV must be a three-block blanket (and, in fact, equal β Q ); with the above construction of β G , β QV can't be implemented with a single binary input. 
An Example Concurrent Construction of β G and β QV
Assume, once again, the same β V and β Q blankets and the same incompatibility graph from Figure 2 . By concurrently constructing the β G and β QV blankets, a better overall solution can be obtained. Figure 4 presents the result of concurrent coloring of the graph from Figure 2 with two kinds of colors (represented by lower-and uppercase letters); the lowercase letters are used to color the vertices representing the blocks of the β V • β Q blanket (to create the β G blanket), while uppercase letters color groups of vertices which represent the blocks of the β Q blanket -this coloring creates the β QV blanket.
As can be seen, in this case the β G blanket equals {13,23,32,34; 12,22,31,33; 11,14,21,24} and the β QV blanket equals {11,12,13,14,21,22,23,24; 31,32,33,34} while still providing β G with all the required separations not provided by β V .
Steps of the Algorithm
The algorithm for concurrent coloring is based on five steps, repeated until all the vertices have both kinds of colors (and with backtracking if an illegal coloring was obtained at any given time):
1. Choose a vertex for coloring.
2.
Color it and all the other vertices belonging to the same β Q block with the β QV ("uppercase") color.
3. Sync colors of all the related vertices. 4. Color it with the β G ("lowercase") color.
Sync colors of all the related vertices.
Choosing the vertex for coloring This is the crucial step of the algorithm. The order in which the vertices are colored impacts the final blanket construction tremendously; unfortunately, making this step more complex has an equally tremendous impact on the speed of the algorithm.
In the initial version of the algorithm, the vertices are first selected based on the number of forbidden β QV ("uppercase") colors, then on the number of forbidden β G ("lowercase") colors, and then -if these values are equal -based on their degree.
Coloring with the β QV color Once a vertex without a β QV color is selected, it (and all the other vertices belonging to the same β Q block) is assigned the first "uppercase" color that is not forbidden.
Coloring with the β G color Similarly, once a vertex without a β G color is selected, it is assigned the first not-forbidden "lowercase" color.
Color syncing Every assignment of a color to a vertex (or a group of vertices) means this color should be forbidden to use by selected other vertices (or groups of them). For example, once the 34 vertex is assigned the a color, the 33 cannot be colored with a.
For a more complicated example, assume that the 11,12,13,14 β Q block is colored with A; if, subsequently, the 21,22,23,24 β Q block gets colored with A, all the vertices from these two β Q blocks that are in the same β V block must have the same β G color (otherwise β G would require a separation that wouldn't be provided by either β V nor β QV ). If at the given time the 12 vertex has the b color, the 22 vertex must also have it (and vice-versa).
Thus, after every coloring step, a separate step for syncing both kinds of colors is performed; in case the coloring in the previous steps led to a illegal assignment of colors, the whole algorithm backtraces to the last known-good (and "stable") coloring, forbids the coloring that led to the illegal situation and tries again.
Experimental Results
Experiments with a prototypical symbolic functional decomposition program art décomp, developed to validate the algorithms described above, confirm better results than ones obtained with the common two-step approach, and slightly better than or on par with results from the Secode state assignment method described in [3, 9] . Table 1 shows the number of logic cells used by implementing common FSM benchmarks in a Xilinx XC4000 FPGA device. The Jedi [4] , Nova [13] and hot-one columns show the number of required logic cells used by the implemented finite state machine after being encoded with the given method and then synthesized with the logic synthesis tool Sis, while the Secode column presents the state assignment method described in [3] (likewise coupled with the Sis tool). Column art décomp shows results obtained with the above algorithms. Table 2 shows a similar comparison (this time for fiveinput, single-output cells) between Secode, Jedi and two simple minimal-length encoding methods -sequential encoding (column bin) and Gray encoding. This time the results were synthesized with the IRMA2FPGA combinational synthezis tool [2] . As can be seen from the table, the results obtained with art décomp are on par with Secode and better than the ones from classic, two-step approaches. 
